Abstract
Introduction
The goal of this work is to identify different dynamical gestures using both color video camera footage and the user's speech. We want to demonstrate that the probability of correct interpretation of the user's intention is increased if speech and gesture information are fused. HMM for gesture recognition has been presented by many researchers [7, 9, 1 I] . However, taking into account the speech to remove ambiguities in the comprehension of the user's intention has been done by very few researchers. The main aim of this paper is this fusion of visual and audio data to improve comprehension of simple gesture commands. The first section deals with related work concerning dynamic gesture recognition using HMM and the integration of speech in it. The second pan is focused on the probability density function (pdf) estimation. We next present dynamic combined recognition of speech and gesture. The gesture recognition is done using HMMs and we show how we handle continuous recognition, especially the inlegration with speech. Bayesian modeling is used for the multimodal interpretation, selecting in each time step the most Zurich, Switzerland bray@vision.ee.ethz.ch probable interpretation. Gestures are assumed independent of the speech given the intention. The fourth part presents experiments on the system. We show how the comprehension of the user's intention is increased by fusing speech and gesture recognition. Finally, the paper is concluded and future directions of research are discussed.
Related Work
There is extensive literature about the theory and computation of HMMs, especially in speech recognition [7, I ] and recently in gesture recognition [9, I I] .
Starner et al. [ I I ] performed American Sign Language recognition with some constraints such as a specific color glove for each hand and unchanging background. They have a success recognition rate higher than 90%. A further approach proposed by Rigoll et al. [91 was to extract only the moving gestures by subtracting each new frame of the sequence from the previous one and to extract certain global motion features. However they dealt with only continuous isolared gesture recognition. In this paper, even if a colored glove is used, we do not have any constraints on the dynamic recognition and only two features are enough to have a satisfactory recognition rate. The speechlgesture combination using HMMs has already been treated by Poddar et al. [ 6 ] . They tracked the face and the hands of the user and needed observation vectors of 10 dimensions (5 for each hand) to recognize 3 gestures. They empirically determined a matrix representing the co-occurence frequency between the keywords and the gestures to recognize. In order to identify the user action, they relied on gesture recognition. However, if the log-likelihood was under -loo0 and a word was said during a gesture, then the action recognition relied on the co-occurence matrix via the detected word. This work did not really present a probabilistic combination of two cues because the two previous constraints defined a threshold to decide on which source they should rely on. PavloviC and al.
[ 5 ] used the speechlgesture combination for display control. To perform the fusion of the different modalities, they used a probabilistic dependency (Bayesian) network. Most of the time, this approach can he reduced to a single sequence of HMMs. The recent work presented by Vermaaket al. [I21 proposed a system combining stereo sound and vision. They fused the two information sources via a particle filter and demonstrated that the addition of the sound information enhanced the comprehension in comparison with only using gesture recognition. Here, we propose a new fusion approach that relies on probabilistic rules.
Density estimation
The problem of gesture recognition i s simplified by using a colored glove. The glove color tracked is modelized by a simple Gaussian in the HuelSaturation space. Hence, the color model is weakly dependent on the illumination. Segmentation is based on the extraction of the hand gravity center and then on the computing of its velocity. Obviously, the choice of the visual features influences the gesture recognition and the comprehension of the user's intention. We decide to have the "COME", "CIRCLE" and " N ' letter gestures as training. The estimation of the pdf of each HMM is modelized as a mixture of Gaussians and we assume that one Gaussian is equivalent to one state of a HMM. At first we use an Epanechnikov's kernel estimation [IO] . i.e to place an isotropic bump at each observation vector. Hence, we work only with the data and avoid the problem with empty bins. Then, We use the EM algorithm with splitting components [SI to obtain a better estimation of each pdf. The probabilistic model is built as follows: The blob with the lowest responsibility is split in two as this blob does not seem meaningful enough. The covariance matrices of the two new Gaussians are equal to the covariance matrix of the split one and the two new means are:
where XI is the highest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix and U I is its eigenvector.
One computes the EM algorithm for AI, components and then the likelihood of the validation set. If this likelihood is lower than the previous one, the algorithm ends, otherwise, the blob with the lowest responsibility is split, and the EM algorithm is iterated with one more Gaussian until convergence. Concerning the HMM learning stage, we have 21 sequences, 700 frames for each gesture performed by 9 different people.
Dynamic combined recognition
Now that we have a good pdf estimation of our features which will be the inputs to the HMM, we have to think about dynamic gesture recognition and handle the two following questions: Firstly, how is a threshold chosen to differentiate a gesture from no gesture? Then, if a gesture is executed during the sequence, how are determined the starting and ending points of the gesture?
To differentiate a gesture from a "non-gesture", Lee and al.
[3] use a threshold model based on a HMM. This is an ergodic model (i.e, each state can reach any other state in only one transition) which puts together all the HMM models learned. We call it the Other HMM. To compute this model, all the output transition probabilities are modified according to 131. For the 3 learned gestures. we know that people need about 2 seconds to execute one of them. Therefore, during continuous recognition, the Viterbi algorithm is applied in a window of this duration. This algorithm.
given an observation sequence, determines the most likely HMM model which might have generated it. Let us imagine that user expresses an intention I, then it will cause a gesture G with speech S. In this model, S and G are assumed independent given the intention. We look for the probability distribution over intentions I @veri the observed gesture G and speech S, namely P(/(')lG(maz), .?(mor)).
We know already P(&')lG'') V i ) by the Viterbi algorithm, where e(') is the probabilistic estimation of the gesture @'I. At the time of the speech recognition, our algorithm will take into account the gesture recognition in a window of 1 second around the speech. Indeed, a word can be pronounced before. during or after the corresponding gesture. argmax,(P(G(')lG(') V i ) is chosen and the word (if!here is one) is identified via a speech recognizer. The speech input is simulated during the experiments. Once the two information sources are identified, we apply the following
)l/(L))P( S ( m ) l / ( ' ) ) P ( / ( i ) ) (4)
Vi E {Circle, Conie, N, Other}
TheP( e(muz)I/('))andP( S(m"T)//('))matncesarecooccurence matrices for the speech given the intention and the gesture given the intention respectively. They are computed depending on the speech and gesture recognizer accuracies, by taking into account that one gesture executed without speech or vice versa has a significant probability. It is not useful to compute K because it is I ( ' ) independent.
Experiments
We tested the efficiency of the 3 gesture HMM models off-line in Table I by submitting to the system YO gesture sequences executed by 5 different people. Figure I presents the four sequences. In each Figure, the top diagram presents the probability to have the Other intention given the maximum gesture and speech. The middle one shows the probabilities to have the Come, Circle and N letter intentions given the maximum gesture and speech. Finally, the bottom one indicates the Log-probabilities to observe the Other (black thick line), Come, Circle and N gestures given the maximum gesture and speech. As we can notice sometimes on the first example, during the gesture recognition, some curves are above the threshold model Other, which means that a gesture is performed, whereas there is no gesture (especially during the events 1. 2 and 3). This problem is due to the Other HMM estimation. Indeed, it is difficult to model all possible gestures in an HMM and some of them are sometimes close to the few learned gestures. However, when w'e rake into accounf rlte speech during the events 1.2 and 3, rhere is no ambiguiry, the Other intention is recognized for 48% when a gesture is above the threshold model and 82% when the Other gesture is in majority detected. In the Figures I@), I(c) and I(d) , we have different situations: The gesture is performed and recognized by gesture recognition but there is no corresponding speech. the user is silent. In this case, the first intention identified is Other ( Figure I (c) event 2 4590 against 41 % of the correct gesture for instance). In these cases as well. since there is only a small difference between the probability of the Other intention and the correct gesture intention, the combinaison speechlgesture proposes a better comprehension than a single decision system. Another example is, in Figure I (c), events 3 and 5. the user does not perform any gestures but says the word "Come" (event 3) and "Circle" (event 5). In the 2 events, the main detected intention is Other (with an identification rate higher than 50%) but the second intention's choice is the pronounced word with a significant rate. In Figure I (b), event 1 for instance. the N gesture is executed and recognized but the user said "Circle" to fool the comprehension. The result is that the combined system still identify the N intention but with a lower probability and as we can expect the probability of the Circle intention is the second choice of the system. Here again, the intention scores of the combined system allow a good understanding of the user's intention.
ON-line tests

Conclusion
After choosing variables which allow us to identify different gestures during image segmentation. we built an HMM for each learned gesture. Hence, we modeled the observation vector distributions via the EM algorithm with splitting components by a mixture of Gaussians. Then, we obtained an isolated gesture recognition rate good enough to be applied in continuous recognition, combined with a speech recognizer (simulated). This fusion demonstrated that the user intention's comprehension is increased.
Future work should focus firstly on image segmentation. to find robust and significant variables enough to identify each gesture taught to the system and hence, to avoid the use of a colored glove. The second issue is to implement our system in real time, integrating a speech recognizer. Finally. it would be interesting to define a learning method for the co-occurence matrices.
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